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Rail-less helmets are a common commodity in every Defense / LE / Security related warehouse.
Hundreds of Thousands of PSGT / MICH / FAST helmets are being used or sitting in Emergency storages worldwide .
Almost all of these helmets were produced without rails nor front shrouds for IR devices.

In the last few years, the helmet "real-estate" has become more and more important for combat troops.
IR devices, mostly used by special forces in the past, are today a standart issue equipment for almost any
soldier. Same as with flashlights, Cameras, Power-Packs and helmet identification markers.
Installing these devices on an old style (rail-less) helmet is not possible unless drilling the helmet shaell
and weakening it in the process.
NO MORE! 
The H-Mount platform is a patented rail system designed to solve this exact problem. 
It enables a quick & easy upgrade of an old-style helmet into an up-to-date Picatinny
platform, adding shroud and rails while the helmet remains bolt-less and intact!

Adopted by the Israeli Defense Forces and other world-wide militaries & LE organizations, this mount
transforms old ballistic helmets into a cutting edge / battle-ready ballistic platform at minimum costs
in minimum time.



H Mount
HM2 Series 
The HMA 2 system allows simultaneously mounting of numerous accessories on front, back 
and optionally sides of military / law enforcement helmets. 
Installation requires no holes in helmet / no glue 
Unique patent pending design 

One size (see “helmet size”) 
Multiple mounting options 
Easy to install and remove 
Location of accessories closer to central gravity axis 
Lightweight & flexible but also solid & durable. 



Main Unit  (HM2) 
Designed to provide mounting options from the front of the helmet to its back 
with the features of NVG shroud, cameras and rails. 
It can be used as a standalone and is an excellent choice for NVG kits. 
Features: 
1. Clamps providing No-holes- in-helmet installation. 
2. NVG shroud. 
3. Four standard rails- two in the front, two in the back. 
4. Two built-in Camera connectors. 
5. Back Picatinny rail.

Optional add-ons 
 
A permanent or quick-release add-on of two picatinny rails which allow 
additional flashlights and markers to be attached to the helmet. 
A great cost-effective and lightweight alternative to side rails. 
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HMA 2 – Installation 



HMA 2 Add - on
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Specs 

 
Helmet Size 

Helmet Type 

The HMA 2 system comes with an installation mechanism
(patent pending) which covers most of the helmet size
ranges from Medium/Large to Extra- large. 
*Can also be customized to any other dimensions. 

The HMA system was designed for ACH type helmets but
can also work with many othrer shapes without brim. 
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